PRIME CLASSI-CARD™ is an engineered Styrenic with enhanced stiffness, impact strength and tear resistance characteristics, which provides the opportunity to use a lower gauge than normal HIPS, while maintaining the desired stiffness.

PRIME CLASSI-CARD™ is the product of choice for most converters that need a plastic that is easy to trim, die-cut, router, foil stamp or emboss.

PRIME CLASSI-CARD™ is available in sheets & rolls in natural, white and custom colors. A variety of opacities and controlled textures such as Matte/Matte, Matte/Polish or Matte/Gloss are available in thicknesses ranging from .010 to .060.

Applications: Indoor & Temporary Outdoor Signage, Posters/Signs, Aisle Markers, Point of Purchase Displays, Door Hangers, Temporary ID Cards, Promotional Cards, Pump Toppers and Horticultural Tags.

A Quality Custom Sheet Extruder

POLYSTYRENE ♦ POLYETHYLENE ♦ POLYPROPYLENE
ABS ♦ BUBBLE-X ♦ COR-X ♦ PETG
PRINT-X ♦ TPE ♦ TPO ♦ WEATHER-X

For more information on any of our materials, please call your Primex Business Manager or one of our locations nearest you.

Primex Plastics ♦ Primex Color, Compounding & Additives ♦ Primex Design & Fabrication

Distributed by: Polyomershapes

Large enough to handle your requirements, Small enough to handle your needs.